MX150 CPA INSTALLATION GUIDE

1.0 SCOPE:
This procedure shows the proper installation of the CPA on any of the MX150 family connectors not shipped with a CPA installed.

2.0 PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
MX150 loose piece CPA

3.0 REFERENCE DOCUMENTS:
- CPA Drawing: SD-33611-001
- MX150 Application Specification: AS-33472-100
- MX150 Connector Sales Drawings:
  - SD-33471-*** (multiple documents exist)
  - SD-33472-*** (multiple documents exist)
  - SD-160008-**** (multiple documents exist)

4.0 PROCEDURE
4.1 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS:

---

MX150 Receptacle Connector (ref)

CPA (P/N 336110001)
4.2 ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS:

a. Align CPA as shown

b. Confirm alignment and push on the back of the CPA until an audible and tactile click is heard and felt
c. When fully installed, the CPA should have some free play

d. CPA properly installed and in the proper position
e. CPA over installed resulting in connector, latch and CPA damaged

CONNECTOR and CPA MUST BE DISCARDED

4.3 REMOVAL INSTRUCTIONS SHOULD INCLUDE ALL NECESSARY STEPS FOR DISASSEMBLY OF PRODUCT, ALSO LIST OF REQUIRED SERVICE TOOLS

a. The CPA is not a servicable component of the assembly and can not be removed and replaced
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